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Abstract: Aggregated settlement of coral larvae results in a complex array of compatible (chimerism)
and incompatible (rejection) allogenic responses. Each chimeric assemblage is considered as a
distinct biological entity, subjected to selection, however, the literature lacks the evolutionary
and ecological functions assigned to these units of selection. Here, we examined the effects of
creating chimera/rejecting partners in terms of growth and survival under prolonged field conditions.
Bi/multichimeras, bi/multi-rejecting entities, and genetically homogenous colonies (GHC) of the coral
Stylophora pistillata were monitored under prolonged field conditions in a mid-water floating nursery
in the northern Red Sea. Results revealed an increased aerial size and aeroxial ecological volume
for rejected and chimeric entities compared to GHCs. At age 18 months, there were no significant
differences in these parameters among the entities and traits, and rejecting partners did not differ from
GHC. However, survival probabilities were significantly higher for chimeras that further revealed
disparate initiation of up-growing branches and high diversity of chimeric phenotypes. These results
suggest enhanced fitness for chimerism, augmenting earlier alluded chimeric benefits that trail the
increased size at crucial early life-stages. Adding chimerism to the tool-box of reef restoration may
enhance coral fitness in mitigating anthropogenic/climate change impacts.

Keywords: coral chimerism; growth rates; survival; genetic homogenous; ecological engineering;
active restoration; climate change; costs and benefits; nursery; coral transplantation

1. Introduction

Chimeras are organisms possessing simultaneously cells, tissues, or organs originating from
two or more conspecific individuals [1] and natural chimerism has been documented in at least
10 phyla including protists, animals (vertebrates and invertebrates, marine and terrestrial), plants,
and fungi [2–9]. One of the taxa studied for chimerism are reef building corals that document a widely
distributed chimerism in nature, recorded already from millions of year old fossils [10,11] and from a
variety of contemporary coral species [2,12–17]. In colonial invertebrates such as sponges, cnidarians,
and tunicates, chimerism is the outcome of allogenic fusions between two or more closely-settled
colonies, young or adults [18–31], or following fusions between larvae or among embryos [32–35].
The literature reveals that when two or more conspecifics of many marine invertebrates come
into direct contact, they either fuse to form a chimeric entity or reject each other, creating tissue
necroses [14,20,21,26–31,36]. There are cases where no fusions nor tissue destructions are developing,
the outcomes of indifference [37–39]. In many marine invertebrates including reef corals, allogeneic
fusions and chimeras development often occur at early astogenic stages, before the maturation of the
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allorecognition machinery (usually within a define window in astogeny), and the capacity to fuse has
also been hypothesized to be associated with genetic relatedness [8,20,26,27,29,30,36].

In reef corals, although fusion among aggregated juveniles was first described in 1902 [40],
and various aspects of chimerism were followed by numerous studies (literature above), the literature is
deficient on the costs and benefits of chimerism, primarily when considering prolonged field conditions.
In colonial ascidians, the cost for chimerism is associated with colonial resorption and the threat of
germline parasitism [29,41–44]. In hard and soft coral chimeras, absorption or post-fusion rejection
was sometimes documented [28,29,45] as overgrowth and delayed cytotoxicity [46,47], and in reef
building hydrozoans such as Millepora growth without calcification has also been documented [48].
However, despite the cost involved in chimerism and aggregated settlement, chimerism carries some
major benefits. In corals, the benefits of chimerism include the increase in genotypic diversity [2,12,15],
fast wound healing [25], and increase in size, with consequences in traits like earlier sexual maturity
and increased survival [14,26,49]. Under laboratory settings, chimeras of the branching coral species
Stylophora pistillata grew to larger colonies than genetic homogenous colonies (GHC; regular colonies)
in the first seven months following settlement, where chimeras of multi-partners (multi-chimeras)
were bigger than two partner chimeras (bi-chimeras) and had higher survival rates [26]. Similarly,
eight month old chimeric colonies of Pocillopora damicornis exhibited larger sizes and higher survival
rates for multi-chimeras and bi-chimeras [49]. Puill-Stefan et al. [14] also reported an increased surface
area of four month old chimeric Acropora millepora colonies studied in two different regions.

The overall proposed array of benefits for coral chimerism have led to the proposition that
chimerism can be regarded as an evolutionary rescue tool for accelerating adaptive responses to
environmental impacts(including global climate change) and as an integral part of the active reef
restoration tenet [50–52]. Although studies on coral chimerism were conducted primarily in the
laboratory or in short-term field experiments [14,26,49], harnessing chimerism and its advantages to
the active reef restoration ‘toolbox’ may clearly alleviate or mitigate climate change impacts [50–52].
However, comprehensive studies are required to elucidate the advantages, disadvantages, and properties
of chimerism under prolonged field settings. Here, for the first time, we followed, under field conditions,
chimeric and rejecting S. pistillata entities interacting with sibling partners for several biological traits
(growth, size, survival) compared to genetic homogenous colonies (GHC).

This study revealed that chimeras are augmented in size compared to GHC following the crucial
first few months under field conditions, levelled at 1.5-year-old colonies. However, significantly
enhanced survival rates in chimeras were observed after a year-long field condition. Traits for rejecting
partners did not differ from GHC. For the first time, we reveal an effect of chimerism on the coral early
branching astogeny. Results are discussed following the deliberations of employing chimerism as an
integral part of the ecological engineering toolbox developed for active reef restoration.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Planulae Collection, Rearing, and Creating Chimeras

Coral planulae were collected with planulae traps during two reproductive seasons (2018–2019)
from the shallow reef (3–5 m) in front of the Inter University Institute (IUI) for Marine Science
in Eilat (Gulf of Eilat/Aqaba, Red Sea). Planulae traps were placed at sunset over healthy,
large (15–25 cm diameter) Stylophora pistillata colonies and collected the following morning as
described in Shefy et al. [53]. The content of each trap was placed in separate Petri dishes (PD) covered
by a polyester film with a double-sided matte (“Maylor paper”; manufactured by Jolybar, Israel),
preconditioned for one month for a microbial film that encourages larval settlement [26,54]. Planulae
in each PD (10–150) were siblings, sharing the same maternal colony and an unknown sperm donor.
PDs were then transferred to a running seawater table, where each PD was filled with seawater and
sealed with a lid to minimize evaporation, secured by a weight (small stone). The PDs were placed in
the water table in a way that ~75% of each PD was submerged in the water to keep ambient water
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temperature. Water in each PD was exchanged daily. Then, two settlement patterns (aggregation
and solitary) were followed. Two or more planulae that had been settled when touching each other
or were at distances shorter than 1 mm were labeled as settlements in aggregation, while settled
planulae >1 mm away, were labeled as solitary settlements. Aggregations with two primary polyps
that fused were termed as ‘bi-chimeras’ and aggregation with more than two fuse genotypes were
term as ‘multi-chimeras’. Attaching primary polyps that did not fuse were labeled as ‘bi-rejected’
or ‘multi-rejected’ entities (as in aggregations, respectively). All selected rejected entities (colonies
that showed incompatible reaction) exhibited a relatively stable connection between the genotypes
(i.e., did not fall apart when moved to a different substrate). All rejected sample did not have tissue
necrosis (when transferred to the nursery) in the contact area, although few entities had a suture
formation in the contact area, creating de facto few separated colonies (as described in [46]). Solitary
primary polyps were designated as ‘genetically homogenous colonies’ (GHC). At the average age
of seven months, GHC/chimeras/rejecting entities were removed from the “Maylor paper”, each as
a single unified unit, glued on plastic pins, and translocated to a mid-water floating nursery at the
north beach of Eilat (29◦32′24.02” N, 34◦58′28.77” E; sea bottom at 23 meters, the nursery floats at
10–11 meters depth; [22]).

2.2. Monitoring

Each sample was repeatedly photographed (using a Canon X7 camera equipped with an underwater
housing) every 1–4 months from above (aerial view photos) and from the side (side view photos) until
the colony reached the age of 18 months (Figure 1). Aerial size (a, mm2), which represents the aerial 3D
projection of the colony onto a plane area (revealing the surface area intimately impacted by the colony),
was measured from the aerial view photos (using the software ImageJ). The side view photos revealed the
colonial heights (h, mm) or the upward axial colony plane and were measured in ImageJ. A third metric
was the aeroaxial ecological volume (a × h; mm3), representing the captured space of the colony including
the skeletal and surrounding volumes, ecologically engineered by the colony.

When in the coral nursery, we applied the “common gardening” method [55], and the locations of
the colonies were continuously swapped every 4–8 weeks. Along the monitoring period, the status
(dead or alive) of each colony was documented. Before taking a picture, the plastic pin substrates next
to the colony edges were cleaned (using soft tooth brush) to accurately mark the colonial boundaries
for the ImageJ software. At the end of the monitoring period, final documentations were taken from
GHC/chimeras/rejecting entities older than one year old including the number of upgrowing branches
(UB), reflecting initial branching events.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using R software [56]. For the colonial type (bi-chimeras,
multi-chimeras, bi-rejected, multi-rejected, and GHC) effect on the aerial size, height, and aeroaxial
ecological volume, we used the lme4 and lsmean packages [57,58]. A series of 13 linear mix models
were fitted with and without the fixed effect of the colony type, with or without the interaction
effect of age (months) and with different combinations of random slopes and intercept (Tables S1–S3).
In all models, age (month) was defined as a covariate, colony type as a fixed variable, and the
colonies as random variables. Since all dependent variables did not meet the mixed linear models’
assumptions, loge transportation was applied. The best-fitted models were selected by the lowest
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which measures the model’s relative quality for the dataset.
Multi comparisons between colony types were performed with the ls mean package with Bonferroni
correction. The models’ marginal mean age of the samples during their stay in the nursery (mean
age, adjusted for the other variables in the model, i.e., the mean age of all the samples at the time of
sampling while in the nursery) was 10.8 months. Results are presented as estimated marginal mean
(EMM) ± standard error (SE) values as predicted from the models. For the survival analyses, we used
the Kapan–Meier survival analysis (using the package survival [59]). Survival analyses were executed
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on all samples until they reached a full year in the nursery. For final sizes at the genotype level, we used
data gathered at the age of 18 months from colonies that had been sampled at that age. This was
performed by summing up the aerial sizes and the aeroxial volumes (not transformed values), divided
by the number of samples. This analysis was not performed on multi partner entities due to differences
in the number of genotypes within each entity.

Differences in the number of first branches (UB; initial upgrowing branches) were examined using the
Fisher exact test for independence. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction were applied when
we compared the differences in UB between the types of coral entities. In order to eliminate the effect of
bi-associations when compared with the single GHCs, we generated a simulated new colonial type, ‘bi-GHC
pairs’, by permuting the original GHC list in all pairwise combinations, creating a new list of bi-GHC. Then,
we summed the number of branching events in all bi-GHC pairs exhibiting 0, 1, or 2 branches.

Figure 1. The formation of a bi-chimera colony under laboratory conditions (a–c) and the chimera
development in the nursery under field conditions (d–h). (a) 16 days old, two spat; (b) 37 days old;
at fusion event; (c) established chimera, 127 days old; (d) 191 days old developing chimeric entity;
(e) 343 day old; aerial view; (f) 343 days old; side view; (g) 541 days old; aerial view; (h) 541 days old;
side view.
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3. Results

Several hundreds of the five types of colonial entities were established during two reproductive
seasons and were held for 7 ± 2 months (mean ± sd) at IUI in the outdoor water table. A total of
222 healthy colonial entities were then glued onto plastic pins and translocated to a mid-water floating
nursery as follows: 74 GHC (genetically homogenous colonies), 62 bi-chimeras, 22 multi-chimeras,
32 bi-rejected, and 32 multi-rejected. The colonies experienced the ambient conditions of the four
seasons (summer, fall, winter, and spring) with yearly surface water temperatures ranging from 21.5 ◦C
to 28.5 ◦C [60,61] and summer/winter variations of sun irradiation. Several rain events occurred
during the stay of the colonies in the nursery, with a few particularly intense rain storms that brought
considerable runoff and suspended sediment to the sea. The monitoring came to an end after a
super-storm that hit the gulf on March 2020.

3.1. Aerial Size

The best fitted model included random slopes, random intercepts, and the effect of the colony
type and interaction effect between age (months) and colony type (Table S1, Figure 2a). Marginal R2

and conditional R2 of this model were 0.926 and 0.398, respectively. Results revealed a significant
effect of the colony type on the intercepts and slopes (X2

df = 8 = 52.839, p < 0.0001). The highest
estimated marginal mean (EMM) intercepts (age 0; i.e., initial size) were observed for multi-chimeras
and multi-rejected (3.10 ± 0.23 (SE) and 3.23 ± 0.18 log aerial size; p > 0.05; Tables S4 and S5), followed
by bi-chimera that had significantly higher values than GHC (2.97 ± 0.13 and 2.23 ± 0.13 log aerial size;
p = 0.01; Tables S4 and S5, Figure 2a). Bi-rejected had an EMM intercept of 2.72 ± 0.19 that was not
significantly different with the EMM intercepts of the other colonial types. GHC exhibited the lowest
EMM intercept value (2.23 ± 0.13) that was significantly different from bi-chimeras, multi-chimeras,
and multi rejected (p = 0.001, p = 0.01, p = 0.0001; respectively; Tables S4 and S5, Figure 2a).

A multi comparison of EMM at the age of 10.8 months (the marginal mean age of the samples
during their stay in the nursery; i.e., the average age of all the samples at the time of sampling while
in the nursery) showed significantly lower EMM values for GHC when compared to bi-chimeras,
multi-chimeras, and multi-rejected (3.75 ± 0.06, 4.25 ± 0.07, 4.41 ± 0.12, 4.09 ± 0.1; p < 0.0001, p < 0.0001,
p = 0.046; respectively; Tables S4 and S5), when compared between bi-chimeras and bi-rejected
(4.25 ± 0.07, 3.88 ± 0.1; p = 0.41), between bi-rejected to multi-chimera (3.88 ± 0.1, 4.41 ± 0.12, p = 0.01)
and between multi chimera to multi-rejected 4.41 ± 0.12, 4.09 ± 0.1; p = 0.041; Tables S4 and S5).
However, a multi comparison among EMM at the end time point of the model (age = 18 months)
did not show any significant difference in the EMM log aerial size. A multi comparison between
slopes showed a significant difference only between GHC to multi rejected (p = 0.03; Tables S4 and S5,
Figure 2a). Comparisons between aerial sizes (age of 18 months) at the genotype level within each type
of entity and GHC genotypes elucidated that each genotype in bi-chimeras and bi-rejected was 17%
and 30% (respectively) smaller, on average (Table S6), a possible cost for the allogeneic interactions.
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Figure 2. The best fitted mix linear models for (a) areal size (mm2), (b) height, and (c) aeroxial volume.
Covariate (X-axis) is age in months, random factors are the samples. Each line represents a linear model
for each colony type as described in the caption. Conditional R2 (the proportion of variance explained
by the whole model) and marginal R2 (proportion of variance explained by the fixed factor alone) are
attached to each sub-figure. (d) Mean log aeroxial volumes with SE in colonies sampled at the age of
18 months (real values, not from the model). Number above bars depicts the number of samples.

3.2. Height

The best fitted model recognized random slopes, random intercepts, and the interaction between
age (months) and colony type (slope only model; Tables S7 and S8). Marginal R2 and conditional R2 of
this model were 0.854 and 0.464, respectively (Figure 2b). In this model, the combined interaction of
colony type and the age (months) had a significant effect on the height of the colonies (X2

df = 4 = 13.753,
p = 0.008; Figure 2b). However, a multi comparison analysis of the slopes revealed that only the slopes
of multi-chimeras and GHC were significantly disparate from each other, whereas multi-chimeras had
steeper slopes (trends: 0.130 ± 0.0079, 0.106 ± 0.006; p = 0.04; respectively Tables S7 and S8).

3.3. Aeroaxial Ecological Volume

The best fitted model characteristics included random slopes, random intercepts, the effect
of colony type, and the effect of the interaction between age (months) and colony type (Table S3;
Figure 2c). Marginal R2 and conditional R2 of this model were 0.909 and 0.51, respectively (Figure 2c).
Results revealed a significant effect of the colony type on the intercept and slopes (X2

df = 4 = 927,
p < 0.0001). Similar to the aerial size, GHC had the lowest EMM intercept values (2.51 ± 0.13 log
volume (mm3), significantly lower than bi-chimeras, multi-chimeras, and multi-rejected (3.17 ± 0.13,
3.29 ± 0.2, 3.17 ± 0.16; multi-comparison: p < 0.0001, p = 0.001, p = 0.0012; respectively; Tables S9 and
S10). A multi-comparison of EMM at the age of 10.8 months (half resident time in the nursey) showed
significantly lower MME values for GHC followed by multi-rejected, bi-chimera, and multi-chimera
(5.08 ± 0.1, 5.75 ± 0.11, 5.88 ± 0.18; multi-comparison: p = 0.001, p = 0.001, p = 0.02, respectively;
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Tables S9 and S10), but not a significant difference from bi-rejected (multi comparison 5.5± 0.15, p = 0.21;
Tables S9 and S10). No significant differences were revealed among all colony types at the 18 month
time-point (multi-comparisons, all p > 0.05: Tables S9 and S10). A multi-comparison analysis on the
actual calculated aeroxial volumes among colonies (not on the model) also did not reveal a significant
difference (pair-wise ANOVA: p > 0.05 for all comparisons; Figure 2d). There were no significant
differences among slopes (multi-comparisons, all comparisons were p > 0.25; Tables S9 and S10).
Comparing the aeroxial volumes (age of 18 months) at the genotype level between bi-chimeras,
bi-rejected entities, and GHC genotypes elucidated that each genotype in bi-chimeras gained 20%
surplus volume (on the average) compared to the GHC genotypes, while genotypes in bi-rejected
entities did not lose or gain volume compared to GHC genotypes (Table S6), an emerged possible
benefit for chimeric interactions.

3.4. Survival

A total number of 219 entities participated in the survival analyses following the removal of
corals that died from unrelated anthropogenic impacts (e.g., divers). This list included 65 GHC,
59 bi-chimeras, 33 bi-rejected, 22 multi-chimeras, and 40 multi-rejected. The colony type had a significant
effect on the cumulative survival probability of the corals after one year in the nursery (Kaplan–Meier:
X2

(df = 4) = 14.4, p = 0.006). Chimerism (multi-chimeras and bi-chimeras) had a positive significant
effect on the cumulative survival probabilities compared to GHC and the two types of rejected colonies
(Kaplan–Meier multi-comparison with Bonferroni correction, p < 0.05; Table S11; Figure 3).

Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier survival curves (with the p value) for all colony types along a period of one-year
in the midwater coral nursery under ambient field conditions. The Y-axis depicts the cumulative
survival probabilities and the X-axis is the time in the nursery in days. Circles on lines indicate
census dates.

3.5. Astogenic Statuses for Early Branching Events

Astogeny in young Stylophora pistillata colonies starts with the deposition of calcareous skeletons
on the substrates (basal plates), concurrent with the extra-tentacular mode of polyp budding, where at
the yet undisclosed astogenic stage, up-growing branches initiate by apical growth, usually as a
single apical structure ramified from each basal plate [62]. Here, we examined the presence and
the numbers of early branching events (up-growing branches, UB) in colonies older than one year.
Results revealed that the colony type has a significant effect on UB numbers (Fisher test: p < 0.0001).
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UB distributions were significantly different between GHC to other colonial types (Fisher pairwise
comparison: p < 0.0001), but did not differ among the other types of colonies (bi-chimera, multi-chimera,
bi-rejection, and multi-rejection; Fisher pairwise comparison: p > 0.05). While GHC colonies developed
only a single branch or none (0 UB: 22%, 1 UB: 78%; Figure 4), some of the bi- and the multi-chimeras
developed up to three initial branches (bi-chimeras: 0 UB: 21%%, 1 UB: 46%, 2 UB: 31%, 3 UB: 2%;
multi-chimeras: 0 UB: 15%%, 1 UB: 30%, 2 UB: 45%, 3 UB: 10%; Figure 4). UB numbers in bi-rejected
colonies were not significantly different from bi-chimeras, multi-chimeras, and multi-rejected colonies
(bi-rejected: 0 UB: 6%, 1 UB: 36%, 2 UB: 58%, 3 UB: 0%; Fisher pairwise comparison: p > 0.5). Although
one multi-rejected colony (3%) developed four upgrowing branches, the UB appearance in this type of
entity was not significantly different from other colony types (multi-rejected: 0 UB: 9%, 1 UB: 47%,
2 UB: 28%, 3 UB: 12%, 4 UB: 3%; Fisher pairwise comparison: p > 0.5).

Figure 4. Distributions (%) of the colony early branching events in all S. pistillata colonial types.
‘Bi-GHC pairs’ are the permuted GHC pairs. The different branching events (0–4) are depicted by colors
in the caption. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Analyses performed on the permutated ‘bi-GHC pairs’ yielded dramatically different UB
distributions. While nonsignificant to the bi-rejected (Fisher pairwise comparison: p = 0.75), results
were significantly different from the UB distributions in other colony types (permutated bi-GHC pairs:
0 UB: 5%, 1 UB: 35%, 2 UB: 60%; Fisher pairwise comparison: p < 0.001).

4. Discussion

While aggregated settlement of coral larvae has been repeatedly documented for more than a
century [19,33,40,63], the repercussion of this behavior on either the aggregated entity to be formed or
at the population level has gained limited attention. A gregarious settlement of coral spat originating
from the same species (allogenic contacts) will lead to histocompatible reactions (tissue fusions
between interacting spat) or histoincompatible reactions (necrotic areas at points of contacts rejections).
Regardless of the interactions developing in the chimeric or rejecting entities, the initial sizes are directly
correlated with the number of genotypes in the entity, a trait that may govern survival benefits [49,64].
Xenogenic (with other species) contacts will result in just a wide array of rejection types [46,65–68].

Coral chimerism, an entity possessing cells from two or more conspecifics, had been postulated to
affect the colony fitness under natural conditions [26,49–52], even though this claim was not tested in
the field. For the first time, this study demonstrates, under prolonged field conditions, some costs
and benefits and life history effects for coral chimerism, as compared to regular colonies and rejected
entities. Parameters examined were size properties (aerial dimension, height, and aeroxical ecological
volume), survival, and early-branching astogeny. Results revealed that multi-chimeras, multi-rejections,
and bi-chimeras that indeed experienced larger earlier sizes and aeroxial ecological volumes than GHC
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(genetically homogenous colonies; as documented in laboratory studies [14,26,49]) did not continue
with faster growth rates and at the age of 18 months, there was no significant difference in aerial size
nor aeroxial volume among any of the colonial types. These results further suggest that growth rates
(slope) were not affected by the entity type. In contrast, the best fitted model for the height did not
show any difference in heights nor height growth rates (slope) except between multi-chimera and
GHC. At the genotype level, there is a loss of aerial size in chimeras, however, aeroxial volume is
augmented compared to GHC. Chimeric benefits are also assigned to the survival rates of chimeric
colonies (field results, age of 18 months) that were significantly higher than the GHC and the rejected
colonies’ survivorships. Furthermore, this study revealed a chimeric bearing on primary up-growing
branches, affecting early astogenic stages.

It is of interest to note that under laboratory conditions, S. pistillata chimeras from the Red Sea
exhibited enhanced sizes compared to GHC entities for the first seven months of their life but had equal
survivor rates [26]. Similar observations for enhanced chimeric sizes (three months old chimeras) were
obtained by Puill-Stephan et al. [14] on Acropora millepora from the Great Barrier Reef, Australia and
in young chimeric colonies of Pocillopora damicornis from the Philippines that further revealed higher
survival rates [49]. The present study further showed that the immediate increase in size due the fusion
between genotypes was not followed by enhanced growth rates, however, the fitness of larger colonial
sizes, primarily at the very early life stages [49,64], should not be ignored. While not studied here,
enhanced fitness could also be attained by an earlier onset of sexual maturation [69,70] and improved
regeneration power [71]. Immediate increase in size due to fusion of coral spat (very small and young
colonies) and juveniles may lessen the mortality rates caused by grazers [72,73] or by bottom associated
processes (e.g., scouring sand, allogenic and xenogenic interactions).

In contrast, and despite the size equality between chimeras and rejected entities at the age of
18 months, the last colonial type had lower survival rate, indicating additional deleterious process
developing in the reject entities. Histoincompatible reactions between conspecific ramets of S. pistillata
and between xenogenic interaction have negative effects on the partners in contact in terms of
reproduction and growth [68,74]. Therefore, it is feasible that stress-related processes negatively
compensate for the size benefits.

In contrast to the benefits above-mentioned, chimerism in other sedentary marine invertebrates
is considered to be associated with a wide range of costs including somatic and germ cell
parasitism [29,41–44,75,76], morphological resorption of genotypes in soft corals [28] and tunicates [77,78],
outcomes not documented in scleractinian corals. In stony corals, the cost for chimerism, as depicted in
the literature and in this study, is mainly reflected in the relative aerial size of each genotype participating
in the chimera as compared to GHCs, estimated in the literature, as 12–64% loss of potential sizes [26].
Chimerism in other organisms such as colonial marine invertebrates and mammals may lead to the
development of phenotypes not recorded in non-chimeric organisms [74,79,80], an outcome that emerged
in the present research that impacts on early branching events. While GHCs developed zero to a single
upgrowing (UG) branch at the age of one-year, chimeric colonies developed two to three UG branches.
Further analyses revealed similarity in UG branch distributions between ‘bi-GHC pairs’ and the bi-rejected
entities, suggesting the cumulative effect of the two genotypes in the entity. On the other hand, bi-chimeras
exhibited significantly different UG branch distributions, indicating early astogenic processes impacted
by the fusion event.

The recorded highlighted survivorship in coral chimeric entities may impose benefits on the
within-species biodiversity, despite the documented costs (e.g., impacts on early life stages sizes).
Not only did more colonial entities survive, but intra-species biodiversity was augmented by at
least two-fold for each survived chimeric entity, directly reliant on the number of genotypes per
survived chimera. Furthermore, as evolution works on the entire chimeric entity and not on
each genotype individually, less adapted genotypes [81] to temporary environmental conditions
(e.g., a heat wave sensitive forming a chimera together with a heat wave tolerant partner) may gain
chimeric shelter, escaping mortality. They may then pass on these protected genetic repertoires to
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future generations, boosting the population’s genetic diversity and fitness by increasing phenotypic
diversity [82]. In principle, chimerism may serve as a bypass through an environmental bottleneck,
allowing a range of genotypes to survive through harsh conditions. At the colony level, higher genetic
repertoires in chimeras may diversify gene expressions, improving this entity fitness against capricious
environmental changes [43].

Climate change and anthropogenic disturbances are rapidly leading coral reefs to accrue
degradation and biodiversity loss [81,83,84], necessitating the corals’ fast adaptation to changing
environments. The failed passive management acts (such as the creation of marine protected areas)
to reverse this trend [85–87], reflecting the need for alternative scientific and applied tactics such as
active restoration and ecological engineering approaches [50–52,88,89]. This rationale further takes into
consideration that ecological engineering is “the design of sustainable ecosystems that integrate human
society with its natural environment for the benefit of both” [90]. The most promising active reef
restoration approach, based on the gardening tenet, is made on two basic operational steps: farming
of large stocks of corals in nurseries (whether from fragments or propagules) and then transplanting
them into degraded reefs [22,23,48,91–99]. Coral chimerism may serve as one of the tools in the
gardening approach, and provide an evolutionary rescue mechanism that enhances population genetic
diversity [50–52]. High genetic and genotypic diversity and large populations are presumed to be
necessary for creating resilience and resistance in the ’reef of tomorrow’ and to mitigate climate change
impacts [100–102]. In the nursery phase, which is basically an aquaculture venture, large stocks
of coral colonies are endeavored as fast as possible and of improved genetic background [22,91,98].
Improved survival and increased colonial size at early life stages characteristics of chimeric colonies
may positively affect this gardening step and increase overall genotypic diversity in nursed coral
populations. Large chimeric entities (primarily of multi-chimeras), when fragmented, may further
serve as a source for new colonies exhibiting different percentages of participating genotypes, increasing
genotypic repertoire of farmed corals with a minimum negative influence on the natural population.
Following their transplantation, chimeric colonies may increase genotypic diversity at restored reefs,
following plant restoration practices, for faster recovery [103–106]. It was noted that sites with
aggregated adult colonies of the coral Acropora cervicornis with higher genotypic diversity had higher
coral cover compared to sites with lower diversity [107]. Chimeric colonies can therefore increase
phenotypic diversity in the population, an essential evolution mechanism to adapt to the changing
environment [108]. However, although few studies have raised or partly tested the use of chimeras in
restoration acts [22,23,109], there is an urgent need for the development of advancement methods and
of a better understanding of the responses of chimeric coral colonies to environmental stress.
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